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Live like the dead, or sleep like the dead? Dick makes his choice...Dick is finally clean--mind and
body--from his poisonous addiction, only to be sent reeling again upon awakening and discovering
Steve and Jamie have startling secrets of their own. It will take every ounce of focus and resolve to
shake off his new reality and make a trek to Arkansas to reunite with his wife and daughter,
especially with the other challenges he faces along the way. He thought he was ready to face the
world anew, until he realized the world was out to get him first.Devil Dog III is the ending to the
action-packed prepper thriller trilogy, filled with real-life gut-wrenching decisions, and a twist so
sharp it may snap your neck. Proceed with caution.
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A great ending to a fantastic trilogy!Dick is once again, recovering and still trying to get back to his
wife and daughter in Arkansas. He begins to find that he's not the only one dealing with secrets in
this post-apocalyptic nightmare of a world. His friends are there to help him, but government forces
are not letting anyone relax and feel safe.As his journey continues, so much more will be brought to
light on how he ended up in Chicago when all of this began. Will he finally make it back to his loved

ones? And will he be welcomed or rejected from the ones he's been desperate to be united with?An
incredible adventure with action, humor, and non-stop badassery! The characters are so alive in this
story and while this book brings the ending of a journey (which I'm still conflicted with), I'm looking
forward to more of Mr. Craven's writing!! And the hopes that he will entwine some of these stellar
characters into other series. Basically because I'm not ready for it all to be done! Well written and
extremely enjoyable. Another series that I highly recommend.

What a good read!!! Likable characters that keep you reading & not want to put it down. What an
ending! I won't saying anything about it except you will like it and parts will fall into place.Enjoy the
read!

After reading the first 2 books in this series, I was waiting anxiously for this one to be released. I
certainly was not disappointed! The characters of Dick, Courtney, Jamie and Mel become like your
own best friends. You fight with them, hurt and cry with them, get confused with them and most of
all root for them always. By the middle of this book you just want this poor broken soul to get to his
wife and child, Mary and Maggie. Yes, Murphy also has a role in this book, so it takes a bit for him to
finally get to Arkansas. The whole time I was reading, I kept trying to think ahead to what our author
might have up his writer's sleeve yet to come. I'm not going to let a spoiler out, but suffice it to say,
considering what had happened in book 2 when he was held by Skinner, I was not at all surprised. I
know anyone who likes apocalyptic fiction, or frankly, a great series about a veteran, will really enjoy
this trilogy. Great job Boyd Craven!!

Dick Pershing is the world's biggest badass. Courtney ain't to shabby either. I will admit I'm very sad
Devil Dog is done, bit I can't wait to hear from him in As the World Burns. The Cravens are amazing
writers

Boyd Craven III has become an sensation with his tight storylines, unexpected twists and
amazingly accessible characters. This latest entry, the third and final story about Devil Dog Dick,
was simply spectacular reading. And the ending...let's just say, didn't see that one coming. Great
action sequences and I really enjoyed Courtney's added presence in the story. Please, may I have
some more? You cannot start the story here, but I strongly recommend a binge reading marathon
over a weekend. Highest praise for The Devils Due and this author.

I have been waiting impatiently for the final segment to come out. I woke up and my preordered
book was sitting right in my kindle ready for me to devour.The book. Fast paced. Intense. I
absolutely loved the characters. What I like about Boyd Craven's books is I feel like he is telling me
a story about real people. Events that could happen---and in this book did happen. Dick's life is a
roller coaster ride that I didn't want to get off from. The ending was not what I expected. It was better
than I imagined. Enjoy the book as much as I!

I have read all of Boyd Craven III books and have not been disappointed with any of them. This
book is the final in a trilogy. To get the most out of the books you must start with book one. The only
bad thing about this book is that it is the end of the series. So do not wait and go get book one of the
series: Devil Dog: A Post Apocalyptic Thriller (Out Of The Dark Book 1). You will not be
disappointed.

Boyd C. Makes up for a few minor technical detail mistakes with capturing the essence of the Devil
Dog. The characters were sufficiently complex and the plot was nicely entwined w angst and just a
little pathos. Thoroughly entertaining for this retired O-ganger.
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